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‘The literature of skepticism con- 
cerning the official history of the a3- 
sassination of President Kennedy 
8rows: and grows. For a while the 
Warren Commission benefited from 
the ideological cast of the criticism. 
An Europe, during 1964, it was posi- 
tively infra dig in liberal circles to 
believe that Mr. Kennedy had actual- 
ly been shot down by Oswald 
the Red. 

-iIn France particularly, where the 
salons cackle with amusement at 
fundamentalist Americanism as ex- 
emplified for instance by the con- 
spiracy-theories of Robert Welch of 
the John Birch Society, the sophisti- 
cates were seriously explaining to 
each other that Kennedy was the victim of an elaborate plot involving 
he Dallas police, Texas billionaires, 

Eyndon Johnson, and the Widow 
ms Carthy. I ‘mean, in all seriousness. 

* 
While the criticism of the Warren 

mission lay in the hands of such 
Obvious kooks, there was. nothing 

. ¥ary much to wonder about; but in 
macent months the skepticism has 
moved from such as Thomas Buch- 
aman to other critics, e.g. Lawrence 
Brown writing in Triumph maga- 
gine, and Mr. Epstein writing for the 
Viking Press, and Francis Russell in. 
National. Review — the effect of 
whose criticisms of the Warren’ Commission leads to one, although 
ia necessarily the second, conclu- 
sién, 

* The conclusion which is intellec- 
tually responsible as a result of the 
probing of these critics is not so 
much the rejection of the conclu- 
sions of the Warren Commission; 
Which would be premature, but a re- valuation of the commission's com- 
Pétence. . 
38That is to say, the critics appear to 
Rave made the case cogently that 

commission showed itself more 
Gsncerned to substantiate the na- 
tighal postulates about the assassin- 
#tion—that Oswald was the execu- 
tioner, and the lone executioner — 
than to investigate and assimilate all 
ne discoverable evidence; presu- 

Miably for fear that, Properly 
Weighed, such evidence might tend 

. Restudy of the Warren s,| 

: Commissioni’s Work Due! 
on bf 

to different conclusions, — Wi 
vd * 
wine asks hastily: why might the atren Commission fear other con- clusions? The answer to which is possibly alarmist, though not neces- arily so. Going from one end of the spectrum to the other, the Warren Commission might subconsciously have feared to discover (a) that Os- Gala executed Mr. Kennedy acting upon a directive of an agent of the Communist Pa ty; or (z) at the other - end of the imaginative spectrum t t Oswald executed Kennedy at are 8 ation of Dallas right. VASE Sisvsh (gnigstsoons ba de&—toten ad: s) aved ot ad hlitanr 

i In the event #8 (a), the popular ie dignation of tN peopie could—cok~ 
ceivably—have triggered a world. war. In the event of (z), it couldy have triggered ; 

that if he was the executioner, that he had accomplices, might have Te- sulted in a public torment at nein 

ment, frustration, 
My own ‘udgment is that the pie- $ sumptions of the Warren Commit?’ Sion are still plausible. But it dogg} seem that the better Part of wisdo is to stand by to reactivate the Wa ren Commission, or at least spokes men for the commission, And . best way to do that, it seems to n was suggested by Richard Goodwitir, sormerly of President Kennedy’'g: staff. . i .. His proposal is that a panel of reer’, spectable and. qualified. gentlemenz, be established to winnow the vastl) amount of material, intending .to ! come up with one of the followin; ; conclusions: (1) that the Warren? Commission investigations do in tach: contain the evidence necessary tol. 
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Maybe not such a closed book. 7 
7 Cartoon by Grant 
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dispose of the doubters’ doubts; (2)"> 
that the Warren Commission's ine.,, 
vestigations, although they do nots 
successfully cope with the anomalies 3 
unearthed by the critics, never 
theless present such irrefutable 
evidence to back the conclusion that 
Oswald was the lone killer as to 
make unnecessary any further in? 
vestigation. . ev 9 

“_ Or, of course, (3) that the Warrey 
‘Commission's investigations havgyd 
been proved inadequate, and ahy, 
though there is as yet no evide . 

“that Oswald had an accomplice.-{ 
that he acted as someone 
agent, neither is the evidence to. 
contrary inonelusive: andoinnastigar 
tieng;: PESUME- orl} yidadorg et 
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